Fabrication and Characterization of Al5083/Al2O3 Surface Nanocomposite via Friction Stir Processing
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ABSTRACT

In the present study, Al5083- Al2O3 nanocomposite was successfully prepared by friction stir processing (FSP) with the rotational speed of 710 rpm and travel speed of 14 mm/min. In order to improve the distribution of Al2O3 particles, a net of holes was designed on the surface of Al5083 sheet. The samples were characterized by optical (OM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and microhardness, tensile, and wear tests. The results showed that FSP is an effective process to fabricate Al5083- Al2O3 surface nanocomposite. Microstructural observation demonstrated fine and equiaxed grains and homogenous distribution of Al2O3 nanoparticles in the stir zone (SZ). The presence of Al2O3 nanoparticles leads to a decrease in the grain size from 45 to 7 μm and an increase in microhardness from 80 to 140 Hv and tensile strength from 280 to 335 MPa. Wear test results showed an improvement in wear resistance due to its higher hardness. Also, the wear mechanism in all samples was abrasive.

1-Introduction

Aluminum and its alloys, including Al5083, have low densities, high corrosion resistance, and high strength to weight ratio, which makes them ideal to be extensively used in marine, armor plate, and transportation industries [1]. For many applications, the useful life of components often depends on their surface properties such as wear resistance. In the recent years, much attention has been paid to friction stir processing (FSP) as a surface modification technique [2]. FSP is based on the friction stir welding (FSW) technique invented by TWI in 1991 [2, 3]. In this technique, a rotating tool with a specially designed pin and shoulder enters a monolithic metallic substrate and traverses along the desired path on the surface of the substrate. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the FSP experiment. The frictional heating and severe plastic deformation imposed by the rotating tool result in a significant evolution in the local microstructure that is composed of three distinct zones, namely: the heat affected zone (HAZ), the thermomechanically affected zone (TMAZ), and the stir zone (SZ). The most intense plastic deformation and high temperature is experienced by SZ and due to dynamic recrystallization, the grain refinement is achievable there [4, 5]. Furthermore, by incorporating reinforcing particles into the surface, FSP can be used to produce surface composite. It is believed that FSP can improve and modify various characteristics such as yield and tensile properties [6-7], fatigue [8, 9], wear
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and hardness [10, 11], and corrosion resistance [12].

Fig. 1. A schematic view of friction stir processing (FSP) to fabricate Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite.

Metal matrix composites combine a tough metallic matrix with a hard ceramic reinforcement to produce composite materials with higher mechanical properties than conventional metallic alloys [13, 14]. Some investigations have focused on the formation of MMCs by means of FSP. Hsu et al. [15] achieved an ultrafine-grained Al–Al2Cu composite by FSP, which benefits from a high Young’s modulus, good compressive strength, and reasonably good compressive ductility. Mazaheri et al. [16] also used coating and FSP to fabricate the A356/Al2O3 surface composites. In their study, the A356 chips and Al2O3 powder particles were mixed and deposited onto grit blasted A356-T6 plates by high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) spraying. Subsequently, the plates with composite coatings were subjected to FSP. Hodder et al. [17] coupled cold spraying and FSP to fabricate surface composites. Soleymani et al. [12] fabricated Al5083 / (SiC + MoS2) via FSP and proved that using a mixture of different powders results in a better wear behavior. Akramifard et al. [18] used two arrays of drilled holes in fabricating SiC/Cu surface composites with reduced agglomerates of SiC particles. A uniform distribution of reinforcement particles in SZ was observed due to the use of holes.

In this research, Al5083 was used as the base metal and Al2O3 as the reinforcing particles. To decrease agglomeration of Al2O3 particles, a net of fine holes, instead of grooves, was designed on the surface of Al5083 sheets. Then, microstructural and mechanical properties as well as wear behavior of Al5083 sheets after FSP was investigated.

2- Experimental
The sheet used for the FSP experiments was 5083 aluminum alloy of 5 mm thickness. Chemical composition of aluminum is given in Table 1. The sheet was cut as rectangular samples of 50 mm in width and 150 mm in length. Commercial Al2O3 nanoparticles (supplied by the TECNON S.L. Company) of an average diameter of 80 nm were used as reinforcement. Fig. 2 shows TEM micrograph of Al2O3 nanoparticles. The surface of plates was cleaned by acetone before FSP. According to Fig. 3a, a set of holes of 2 mm diameter and 3 mm depth with 3 mm intervals was made in the middle of the work piece and was then filled with Al2O3 nanoparticles as reinforcement phase. The tool was made of H13 tool steel hardened to 52 HRC. A shoulder of 20 mm diameter with a threaded pin diameter of 6 mm and pin length of 3 mm was used for FSP. Fig. 3b shows the threaded tool and its dimensions. All experiments were carried out at room temperature. The tilt angle of the rotating tool with respect to the z-axis of the milling machine was 3° for all samples. The rotational and travel speeds were chosen as 710 rpm and 14 mm/min, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Al</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wt%</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2. TEM micrograph of Al2O3 nanoparticles.

Fig. 3. a) Schematic of Al5083 sheet with the given dimensions and holes with a diameter and depth of 3 mm. b) Macrograph and dimensions of the FSP tool.
For microstructural characterization, the specimens were prepared according to ASTM E3-01 and then etched for 1 min in modified Poulton’s reagent-solution (Table 2). Both scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and optical microscopy (OM) were used to investigate the microstructures. In addition, grain size measurement was carried out by using an image analyzer. The chemical composition of local areas in the specimens was analyzed by an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis system as an equipment of Jeol SEM.

Table 2. Modified Poulton’s reagent-solution.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H2O</td>
<td>CrO3</td>
<td>HF</td>
<td>HNO3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84 ml</td>
<td>3 g</td>
<td>0.5 ml</td>
<td>15.5 ml</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The corresponding mechanical properties of FSP samples were evaluated through microhardness measurements and tensile tests. Tensile specimens were machined to the depth that FSP was applied along the longitudinal direction. Room temperature tensile tests were conducted on the samples as per sub size ASTM E8/E8M-011 via the Santam tensile machine at the strain rate of 0.1 mm/min. Fig. 4 shows the dimensions of the tensile test specimens. The tensile tests were repeated three times for each sample. Vickers microhardness of the base metal and treated surfaces was measured based on the ASTM-E384 using Buehler’s equipment by applying a load of 200 g for 15 seconds.

The wear behavior of the surface composite layer was studied through pin on disk tribometer (made by Arca Sanat Arvin Co.) at 20°C and humidity of 28%. Wear test specimens of 15 mm diameter were cut from the middle of FSPed surface stir zone. Tribo tests were conducted according to ASTM G99-04 standard. The counterpart discs were made of EN-24 steel hardened to 58 HRC and the surface roughness (Ra) of 0.2 μm. A constant track diameter 100 mm was used in all tests. Before the test, the surface of each pin was polished on 1000 grit emery paper. The wear test was conducted at a sliding velocity of 1 m/s, normal force of 20 N and sliding distance of 500 m. Within every 100 m interval, the samples were cleaned with acetone and weighed to an accuracy of 0.001 mg by electronic weighing balance. The applied load and the sliding speed were fixed in order to compare the active wear mechanisms in similar conditions. Keeping the sliding velocity and the normal force constant, the friction coefficient between the pin specimen and disc was determined by measuring the frictional force with a stress sensor at the distance of 500 m and without any disc rotation pause. To understand the wear mechanisms, the worn areas of the surface composite layer and base metal were examined by SEM.

3- Results and discussion
3-1- Microstructure
Fig. 5a represents the optical micrograph of the as-received base alloy sample. Figs. 5b, c represent the micrograph of the FSPed alloy without/with Al2O3 reinforcement. In this case, a clear grain structure modification and refinement in SZ has occurred. The average
The grain size of the as-received base alloy matrix before FSP treatment was 45 μm, which is reduced to 20 μm after FSP. The grain size in the SZ was further reduced to 7 μm by the addition of Al2O3 nanoparticles. It indicates that plastic deformation and temperature increasing had been sufficiently high by FSP to cause dynamic recrystallization and grain refinement. In all cases, a good bonding between SZ and TMAZ was attained and no cracks or voids were generated.

SEM micrograph of the cross section of the FSPed samples with Al2O3 nanoparticles as well as EDS spectra is shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen in this figure, the particles are homogeneously distributed in the Al matrix. The presence of nano-sized reinforcement particles results in further reduction of the grain size due to the pinning effect of reinforcements which prevent grain growth. The EDS spectra prove that the second phase is Al2O3.

During friction stir processing, severe increase of temperature and high plastic deformation lead to the formation of a fine equiaxed microstructure in the stir zone. Dynamic recovery (DRV), geometric dynamic recrystallization (GDRX) and discontinuous dynamic recrystallization (DDRX) have been considered as the main mechanisms for grain refinement during FSP [15, 19]. In addition, the presence of reinforcements as second phase promotes grain refinement. These hard particles prevent the grain growth of new recrystallized grains by several mechanisms called the pinning effect [17].

Fig. 5. Optical micrographs of the base alloy Al5083, a) base metal, b) FSPed without reinforcement and c) FSPed with reinforcement.
Another typical microstructural feature in FSP is the appearance of onion rings which is characteristic of material flow. The rings are very close to each other and no island (unmixed regions) is formed between them (Fig. 7), which is a sign of good material mixing in the SZ. The change of grain size has two main reasons: (1) the heat input, resulting in annealing and grain growth inside SZ; (2) continuous dynamic recrystallization due to FSP that produces new
sites for nucleation, so grains size will decrease in SZ [19].

3-2- Microhardness
Fig. 8 shows the results of microhardness measurement at the surface and cross section of the base metal and Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite and also the results of microhardness test from cross section of FSPed sample without reinforcement. The average hardness of the as-received 5083 aluminum was 80 Hv, which increased to 90 Hv after FSP without Al2O3 nanoparticles. In the case of Al2O3 nanoparticles addition to the stir zone, the microhardness value increased to about 140 Hv which clearly implies the influence of Al2O3 addition on the hardness. In addition, the hardness distribution in the stir zone (SZ) of the FSPed samples is relatively uniform, because the Al2O3 nanoparticles distributed uniformly in the matrix are accompanied by further grain size reduction.

In general, the hardness of aluminum alloys can be increased by several methods: solid solution hardening, grain refinement strengthening, work or strain hardening, and precipitation hardening. During FSP, the changes in hardness for heat treatable (precipitation-hardened) and non-heat-treatable (solid-solution-hardened) aluminum alloys can be different [6]. For the solid solution hardened aluminum, generally FSP does not result in softening the samples; the hardness profile was roughly uniform in the processed zone. However, it was slightly higher than that in the base material. According to the Hall–Petch relationship, with the decrease in grain size, hardness value raises. Consequently, fine grains produced in the FSPed specimen with Al2O3 nanoparticles have a positive effect on the hardness value. This effect was also reported by some other researchers [19-22]. Moreover, microhardness increased in the SZ because of the Al2O3 nanoparticles which are the harder phase and were distributed uniformly in the aluminum matrix.

Fig. 8. Microhardness profile from processed region to unprocessed region for the cross section of different samples and for the surface of nanocomposite.

3-3- Tensile test
Fig. 6 shows the stress-strain curves of Al5083 base metal and FSPed specimens with and without Al2O3 reinforcement nanoparticles. FSP resulted in a significant improvement in tensile properties. The maximum tensile strength of 335 MPa was achieved for Al5083-Al2O3 nanocomposite. It is corresponding to 19.6 % increase in tensile strength of the base alloy. Thus, it can be concluded that the strength of Al5083 base alloy increased when it was subjected to FSP especially with the addition of reinforcement. Although the tensile properties of all FSPed specimens improved, a decrease in elongation from 47 to 21 % was observed. Generally speaking, as the strength of a given
material increased, there is a decrease in its ductility. Also, it is suggested that the reduction in elongation with the decrease in grain size is an inherent property of materials [6, 10].

Fig. 9. Stress–strain curves of the tensile tests.

The improvement in mechanical properties of aluminum composites is believed to be due to different mechanisms. The first is the Orowan mechanism [22, 23], where the motion of the dislocations is inhibited by nano sized particles provided that they are closely spaced. The second mechanism is considered to be due to the large coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch between the aluminum matrix and the reinforcements [23], which results in increasing and punching of dislocations at the interface, leading to work hardening of the matrix. The third mechanism is the shear lag mechanism where the load is transferred from the matrix to the reinforcement by interfacial shear stress, provided that there is a good interfacial bonding between the matrix and reinforcement, as recently reported by Bradbury et al. [24] for Al/MWCNTs composites. Liu et al. [25] found the shear lag mechanism very effective in improving the strength of FSPed MWCNTs/Al composites. Additionally, in Al5083 alloy, there are large intermetallic particles such as Al6 (Mn,Fe) which are not dissolved in SZ and get fragmented during FSP [26]. They play the role of fine reinforcement particles when uniformly distributed in SZ, and can be considered as another strengthening mechanism. In the present study, nano-sized Al2O3 particles are distributed in the matrix. On the other hand, grain refinement was achieved in all of the FSPed composites. Of course, there exists a significant mismatch between aluminum matrix and Al2O3 particles. Aluminum has a greater coefficient of thermal expansion, i.e. 23.6 × 10^{-6} K^{-1}, with respect to Al2O3 which has a coefficient of thermal expansion of 4.5 × 10^{-6} K^{-1}. The difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion between the matrix and reinforcing particles, coupled with the temperature change during processing, can create residual plastic strain in the matrix around the particles resulting in generation of dislocation. The dislocation density and its effect on strengthening depend upon reinforcement surface area.

In the present study, it seems that several strengthening effects are simultaneously present. The major mechanisms contributing to the strengthening can be suggested as:

1. Grain size refinement strengthening due to dynamic recrystallization of FSP and effect of reinforcements on retarding the grain growth.
(2) Orowan strengthening, since reinforcements are in nano scale and uniformly distributed. (3) The dislocation strengthening originating basically from the large coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch between the matrix and the reinforcements.

3.4 Wear properties
To evaluate the wear resistance, Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite was compared with Al5083 base metal and FSPed specimen without particle (Fig. 10a). Weight loss of the base metal is more than that of the FSPed specimen without particle and Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite. Wear rates of the as-received Al5083, specimen FSPed without particle and Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite are presented in Fig. 10b. The wear rate of the as-received Al5083 alloy sample is higher than the FSPed specimen without particle and Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite.

Fig. 10. (a) Weight loss and (b) wear rate vs. distance profiles of the as-received Al5083, FSPed specimen without reinforcement and Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite.
There are several reasons for the enhancement of wear resistance such as:

1. Orowan strengthening mechanism because of fine dispersion of Al2O3 nanoparticles [27].
2. Enhancing microhardness because of Al2O3 nanoparticles, and consequently improvement in wear resistance [28].
3. Decreasing the direct load contact between Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite and pin in comparison with the as-received Al5083 because of dividing the load between Al2O3 nanoparticles and Al5083 [28, 29].

Fig. 11 shows friction coefficient vs. distance of the as-received Al5083, FSPed specimen without particle and Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite. It can be seen that after a short time a steady state period is sustaining. The friction coefficients of the surface composite are lower and more uniform, in comparison with the base alloy. Lower friction coefficient suggests that the mechanism of wear is chiefly abrasive because of the harder surface scratching over the softer surface. On the other hand, the coefficient of friction was found to be increased to a high value (in some locations) during wearing the samples. Higher friction coefficient is attributed to a localized welding of the worn debris to the sample surface. Averagely, the friction coefficient in Al5083, FSPed sample without particle and Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite is 0.61, 0.5 and 0.42, respectively. According to Dolatkhah et al. [30] lower friction coefficient in Al5052/SiC composite is due to the presence of reinforcing particles and their obstacle role in the composite which results in higher resistance against surface sliding. According to Figs. 10 and 11, friction stir processing leads to the increase of wear resistance and the decrease of the friction coefficient.

Fig. 12 shows SEM micrograph of the worn surface of the as-received Al5083, FSPed specimen without particle, and Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite. As can be seen, the fluctuation of Al5083 is more than that of the FSPed sample without particle and Al5083/Al2O3 composite probably due to intense cohesion between Al5083 and counterpart [31]. Qu et al. produced Al/Al2O3 and Al/SiC composites by FSP and reported that fluctuations of composites are lower than pure Al [32]. It is observed that Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite exhibits better wear behavior in comparison to Al5083. There are several investigations that confirm this result [12, 30]. In this study, as the FSPed surface was much softer than the pin, the pin could deeply cut and penetrate into the surface, causing severe
Fig. 12. SEM micrograph of the worn surface of (a) as received Al5083, (b) FSPed specimen without reinforcement and (c) Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite.
plastic deformation of the surface and the material in the contact region undergoes plastic deformation under the combined normal compression and shear stresses. The introduction of a harder reinforcing phase, which is distributed in a ductile matrix with a certain volume fraction, can reduce ductility of the matrix material in the contact region, and the wear of the matrix can be reduced as well. The presence of wear debris and emerging reinforcement agents from nanocomposite, acted as a barrier, leads to abrasive wear mode. This reduces the friction coefficient and improves the wear resistance. Based on the friction coefficient and observation of the microstructure of the worn surfaces, it could be concluded that the improved wear resistance of surface nanocomposite layers is attributed to greater microhardness due to fine dispersion of nanosized particles. The nanoparticles effectively avoided the surface to be penetrated and cut. These nanoparticles are not easily cut out by the pin, because of their small size, high values of hardness, and good bonding with the matrix. In addition, hard ceramic particles such as Al2O3 have load bearing behavior [26] and then cause a notable reduction of direct load contact between the matrix and particles, thus wear resistance of surface nanocomposite is improved.

4- Conclusions
In this study, microstructure and properties of Al5083/Al2O3 nanocomposite produced by friction stir processing (FSP) were investigated and compared with the as-received Al5083 and FSPed specimen without adding reinforcement. The results showed that designing a net hole on the surface of the base metal was very effective in attaining a uniform distribution of Al2O3 nanoparticles and to prevent agglomeration of Al2O3 nanoparticles. The stir zone had fine and equiaxed grains of 7 µm due to grain growth inhibiting nature of nanoparticles in the matrix. The maximum tensile strength and hardness value was achieved for Al5083- Al2O3 composite due to grain refinement and effective dispersion of nanoparticles. Microhardness and tensile strength of the as-received alloy and surface nanocomposite specimens were about 80 Hv, 280 MPa and 140 Hv and 335 MPa, respectively. Surface nanocomposites revealed low friction coefficients and wear rates, which were significantly lower than those obtained for the substrate. Scanning electron microscopy tests revealed abrasive wear mechanism on the surface of the wear test specimens.
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